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Presentation Materials  

Delegation – May 27th, 2019 Council Meeting –Municipality of Northern Bruce 

Peninsula  

 

Subject:  Shirley Johnstone consent application File  

  File no: B-84-16.68 

  Request for Council Resolution in support of reconsideration of   

  proposed Condition no. 1 of subject consent 
              

Mayor McIvor and Members of Council: 

 

I hope today to draw a close to this long approval process to what started out as a 

simple consent to sever. Briefly, Mrs. Johnstone owns all of Lots 8 in Concession 1 and 

2 EBR except for lands previously sold for part of the Crane River Park and 177 acres in 

Lots 7, Concession 1 and 2 EBR. She wants to convey the 177 acres and retain Part 

Lot 8, Concession 1 EBR and Lot 8 Concession 2 EBR. 

This seemed simple enough until the conditions of consent were proposed to Mrs. 

Johnstone. These conditions included: 

• An archaeological assessment be completed and recommendations 

implemented prior to any development within 300 metres (984) feet of the Crane 

River, McVicar Cemetery and Sawmill site and 100 metres of the Hidden Valley 

Road (since amended) 

• A Scoped Environmental Impact prior to development (since removed) 

• A Karst Hazard assessment prior to future development of any sewage disposal 

system, livestock facility or manure storage facility 

• Deeding the right-of-way for the Hidden Valley Road 

These conditions are to be applied to the 177 acres being severed and the lands being 

retained.  

At your April 8th, 2019 Council meeting, Mr. Jack Van Dorp provided a chronology of 

Mrs. Johnstone’s fairly straightforward severance application. I have reviewed the 

chronology provided and would note the following: 
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• The application process has taken too long. The early part of delay was caused 

by the imposition of Site Plan Control to obtain an archaeological assessment 

and karst assessment.  

I think we have come to the understanding that one cannot use site plan control for 

purposes that are not included in Section 41 of the Planning Act.   

Frustratingly, we had to get a legal opinion to confirm our position on site plan control 

matters. A copy of this legal opinion is attached. While Mr. Van Dorp’s report made 

mention of this opinion his report omitted relevant information related to the proposal. 

The legal opinion noted a number of items as outlined below.  

• Site Plan control cannot be applied without a Site Plan Control By-law  

• A development agreement, as suggested by our office, as well as within the legal 

opinion, is an acceptable method of imposing conditions 

• Conditions of a consent must be related to the application and must be 

relevant and reasonable 

• In the opinion of the lawyer, the conditions suggested are not related to the 

application and not relevant or reasonable and should not be applied to 

either the retained or severed lots 

The karst assessment is really not necessary as the protection of groundwater in the 

approval process is covered by the Ontario Building Code at the time of building permit 

application. This property is no different than any other existing lot where the 

owner wants to put up an agricultural building or house. 

Mrs. Johnstone’s son may want to replace an old barn with a drive-in shed on the same 

footprint. He could get a permit for such a structure today, if he applied, just like anyone 

else who wants to build.  

The need for an archaeological assessment seems to be only required at the time of 

requesting permission to develop something. If there is truly a need for this type of 

assessment at the time of development, this requirement should be applied evenly 

across the municipality, perhaps through provisions in the comprehensive zoning by-law 

similar to the hazard designation along the Crane River which limits development.  
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Summary 
 

Mrs. Johnstone is prepared to enter into a development agreement as a condition of 

consent that would enable the municipality to proceed with the deeding of a right-of-way 

for the Hidden Valley Road and an easement from the road to the McVicar Cemetery. 

The width of the right-of-way and how far it will extend would be put in the agreement 

and be mutually satisfactory to both parties 

The need for any special provisions related to building on the property would be 

addressed the Ontario Building Code at the time of building permit. The need for the 

karst assessment is redundant. 

Mrs. Johnstone feels that any conditions imposed should only apply to the lands being 

severed.  

As stated previously, the legal opinion states that the archaeological and karst 

assessment are not relevant as there is no development proposed at this time. We 

agree.  

Planning staff is of the opinion that transferring the road to the Municipality creates new 

development potential, however, Mrs. Johnstone did not initiate this request. Is it now 

reasonable to hold Mrs. Johnstone to a higher standard than any owner of an existing 

lot? 

Beyond this, it is my understanding from speaking with Mrs. Johnstone that this retained 

lot contains lands which are not particularly suitable for development.  

I would respectfully request Council to advise the Bruce County Land Division 

Committee that the only condition it requires is for Mrs. Johnstone to enter into a 

development agreement to arrange for the deeding of the right-of-way for the Hidden 

Valley Road.  

 

 

 

 










